
Preparation, delivery, and evaluation of 

an orienteering session 

Relevant Competency Statements 
Select, plan, implement and evaluate coaching activities to facilitate technical skill development of 

learn and play, competitive and/or performance orienteering participants 

Select, plan, implement and evaluate appropriate physical conditioning programs for learn and play, 

competitive and/or performance orienteering participants 

Demonstrate inclusive orienteering coaching practices, modifying a coaching activity where required 

for participants of diverse backgrounds, abilities, and gender 

Apply principles of risk management to the organisation and delivery of orienteering coaching 

activities 

Performance Standards 
Match the goals of an orienteering training session to the age, physical and emotional development 

needs of participants 

Be aware of principles of skill acquisition relevant to an orienteering training session (e.g. whole and 

part practice, learning styles) 

Outline different delivery methods for orienteering training sessions 

Demonstrate effective group management to ensure high percentage of time on task, safety, and 

positive learning environment 

Be aware of the basics of negotiation and conflict resolution, including identification and 

management of inappropriate behaviour during an orienteering competition or training activity 

Discuss strategies for facilitating women’s participation in orienteering  

Describe potential cultural barriers to orienteering participation and potential ways in which these 

could be negated/managed 

Identify and discuss potential modifications for participants with different abilities (e.g. hearing 

impairment or neurodiverse) 

Use session planning tool to prepare for an orienteering training session including equipment and 

personnel required, objective, session content and delivery  

Identify and execute an action plan to modify, update or change coaching behaviours/activities 

Utilise feedback and self-reflection to evaluate an orienteering coaching activity 

 

  



Community Coaching Essential Skills Course: 
Sport Australia’s Community Coaching - Essential Skills Course is a must be completed to become 

accredited as a Learn and Play, Competition and/or Performance Orienteering Coach. It can be 

complete prior to or simultaneous to one of these courses. 

The course has been designed for all sports in Australia, aiming to equip coaches to create fun, safe 

and inclusive environments for participants. Sport Australia has partnered with Sport Integrity 

Australia to incorporate important safeguarding content in the course. The Safeguarding Sport 

module educates coaches on how to protect themselves and their participants, by helping coaches 

understand how to act, speak and behave in line with current community expectations. 

OA recommends individuals complete the Sport Australia course before completing sport specific 

modules as part of their coaching education courses. The course includes 7 modules outlined below:  

 

These modules cover the many of the skills required to prepare, deliver, and evaluate an 

orienteering session. Therefore, this module focuses on the application of these skills to 

orienteering. 

Planning and Preparation 
Appropriate planning and preparation of an orienteering training session will be a key factor in the 

outcome, and the following should be considered for every session: 

Participants 
A coach should aim to align the goals of a training session with needs of the participants. This 

includes: 

• Age, physical and emotional development needs of participants 

• Individual and group motivations/goals – both for session and season in general 

• Will children be attending the session? Will their parents be present or will the coach be the 

supervisor? 

• The navigational ability of the participants – i.e. easy vs. moderate navigation. If there is a 

range of navigational abilities how will you manage this? 

https://www.sportaus.gov.au/coaching/course
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sportintegrity.gov.au%2F&data=04%7C01%7CClaire.Kerr%40ausport.gov.au%7Ce45a5bfabf2e41d8b6f908da18813171%7C8d2e0f4c55f24cb18ee7da5dd3ff3600%7C0%7C0%7C637849240403033706%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=zTRBoVg2Tthm%2F8tEQXxrK7IgPKyqLV0N8gKHyN4aUHw%3D&reserved=0
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sportintegrity.gov.au%2F&data=04%7C01%7CClaire.Kerr%40ausport.gov.au%7Ce45a5bfabf2e41d8b6f908da18813171%7C8d2e0f4c55f24cb18ee7da5dd3ff3600%7C0%7C0%7C637849240403033706%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=zTRBoVg2Tthm%2F8tEQXxrK7IgPKyqLV0N8gKHyN4aUHw%3D&reserved=0


• Specific skills that the participant/s are wanting to work on (e.g. bearings) 

• If the training session will include participants of diverse backgrounds, cultures, genders 

and/or abilities, what modifications may be required. 

Environment and Equipment: 
A coach needs to consider where they will run their orienteering training session and what 

equipment will be required. Specifically for an orienteering training session: 

• Where is the training session to be held? Which terrain will best suit the goals of the 

session? 

• What is the best assembly point? 

• Is a permit or any other permissions required? 

• Are there any safety considerations specific to the area? 

• Where will the coach get the map file for the activity? 

• Will any specific participant equipment be required for the session (e.g. compass or SI stick) 

and does the coach need to provide this. 

• How will the coach mark control sites in the terrain (e.g. control flags vs. tapes) 

• Does any infrastructure need to be set up at the start/finish point (e.g. tent for inclement 

weather, welcome banners) 

• Does the coach have an estimation of how many participants will attend? Will participants 

share maps or use more than one map? 

Risk Management 
Coaches should have completed a risk assessment and have risk management plan for all training 

sessions. This is covered in detail in the “Risk Management for Orienteering Module” 

Session Plan: 
Your session plan provides guidance to achieve both individual and team or group goals. They can 

also be an effective tool for reflection and continuous improvement. 

Your plan should consider:  

• Introduction 

• Warm up and cool down 

• Type and order of your activities 

• Timing of activities, transition between activities 

• Safety of activities and use of equipment 

• Use of other coaches, volunteers, or parents 

• Modifications appropriate to each activity 

• Additional back up or modified activities if needing to change plans (e.g. weather or 

participants finish early) 

• Coaching tips and/or questions to ask relevant to planned activities 

The template found here (insert link when uploaded), can be a useful tool to plan your orienteering 

training session. 

Remember: a plan for one session is only part of the picture. You will need to consider both short-

term (e.g. next few weeks) and long-term (e.g. across a whole season) goals in your planning. 

Developing a series of session plans will help you plan over time. This is covered in detail in 

“Sequential Sessions for Learn and Play Participants”. 



Delivery of an Orienteering Training Session 

Communication: 
The way you communicate as a coach shapes the environment you create and has an impact on 

participant engagement and feelings of inclusion. This aspect of coaching delivery is covered in detail 

in the Community Coaching – Essential Skills course. Some considerations specific to orienteering 

include: 

• Where will you give the instructions for each activity? Do you need to provide instructions 

for multiple activities at the start (e.g. for a multi-technique training) 

• How will you communicate to participants with different learning styles? Opportunities to 

facilitate participants to listen, watch, write down and try.  

• How will you demonstrate the skills you want to coach? E.g. large blown up map, volunteers 

assisting with demonstration, ask participant to demonstrate to group. 

• How will you include all participants? E.g. questioning for understanding, sharing ideas, 

listening to and addressing concerns (such as going into forest alone), creating opportunities 

to report issues 

• How will you recap a sessions objective? E.g. detailed debrief as participant may have spent 

significant time completing skill without coach oversight (e.g. whilst out in forest). 

• How can you modify your orienteering instruction for participants where English is their 2nd 

language or those who have a disability (e.g. hearing impairment)?  

There are key considerations when communicating with children, in order to provide a child safe 

sport: 

• Language and tone of voice used in the presence of children should provide clear direction, 

boost their confidence, encourage and affirm them and not be harmful. When providing 

feedback to children on their orienteering technique it is important to highlight the 

strengths, whilst providing constructive feedback to help them improve. 

• Where possible, physical contact with a child should be avoided. However for some 

orienteering skills, such as assistance with the use of a compass, physical contact may be 

appropriate. In these instances, a coach should; seek permission from the child to 

demonstrate the skill, respect and respond to signs a child is uncomfortable and do not 

touch intimate body areas. 

Delivery Methods 

Part vs. whole practice: 
Whole practice is where the entire skill/activity is practiced, whilst part practice is where the 

skill/activity is broken down and only one part is completed. 

To understand when each are best used, a coach needs to think about the complexity and 

organisation of a skill: 

• Complexity relates to the number of components that make up a skill and its information 

processing demands (attention required) 

• Organisation refers to how closely linked the components of a skill are. 

In general: 

• When complexity is high and organisation is low, whole practice may be best 

• When complexity is low and organisation is high, part practice may be best 



In general, most orienteering skills in isolation are high in complexity and low in organisation and 

therefore whole practice of the skill may be more effective than part practice: 

Example: Compass bearing 

• Whole practice – practicing whole compass bearing including folding of map, placement of 

compass, orientating to magnetic north, turning body with map to correct direction, looking 

for object in distance. 

• Part practice – practicing just placement of compass on map. 

However, if we think of navigating from one control to the next as “the skill”, the complexity is high 

AND the organisation is high. In this case a participant could either practice the entire leg (whole 

practice) or focus on one skill such as finding and effectively using an attackpoint (a modified “part 

practice”). Coaches can set orienteering courses to encourage and facilitate practice of mostly one 

skill, e.g. short control legs (“control picking”) in detailed terrain where use of attackpoints is 

important. 

Random vs. Blocked practice: 
Blocked practice is where a particular skill is practiced in the same conditions repeatedly, whereas 

random practice involves adding variability and/or multiple skills. In orienteering blocked practice 

could be practicing the same compass bearing repeatedly during in one session, whereas random 

practice could involve several legs where a participant needs to practice their compass bearing. 

Blocked practice leads to rapid increases in performance of the skill in isolation, but is less effective 

at improving performance in varied circumstances (e.g. in uncontrolled competition environment). 

In the above orienteering example, the blocked practice technique could be useful for beginners, but 

as a participant progresses they should be exposed to random practice. 

Coaching Approaches: 
Within a session, you may use different coaching approaches to deliver on your plan. Combine the 

knowledge you have of your participant’s needs and abilities with your session objectives and 

consider what is the most suitable approach.  

Sport-centred Approach: help a participant understand the sport, teach skills within context of sport 

tactics and strategies and create sense of competition. In orienteering using a sport-centred 

approach could include setting an orienteering course for the participant to complete or race 

simulation training individually (separate starts) or in a group (like a relay or mass start event).  

Technique-centred Approach: this involves isolating a skill from the sport, allowing a participant to 

learn or improve it and then apply to competition scenario. In orienteering using a technique 

centred approach could include setting a training to focus on a particular skill, such as taking a 

control bearing, aiming off or using attackpoints. 

Constraints-led Approach: this is a mix of sport and technique centred approach where the task, 

environment or participant can be modified or manipulated. In orienteering this could include taking 

everything off the map except contours, to help participants focus on their use or set downhill 

orienteering intervals with uphill walking recovery to decrease fatigue element. 

Activity combinations 
Often one orienteering training session will include practice of several skills. Some useful questions a 

coach should consider when planning delivery of their session include: 



• What skills will be practice today? 

• How will the separate skills link together? E.g. practicing using handrails in isolation and then 

combining with aiming of in a 2nd exercise in the same session. 

• What will the transition between parts of the training session look like? E.g. will there be a 

debrief at the assembly location or will the participant transition from one part of the 

session to the next remotely (i.e. whilst out on the map). 

• Are the skills best practiced individually or in groups? 

• Where will I provide coaching? Where will I utilise other coaches? This will likely depend on 

the skills being practiced and the transitions between parts of the session. 

The skills practiced within one session will also be influenced by the skills practiced in other sessions, 

e.g. during a training camp or across a coaching program of a specific length. 

Group Management 
Group management is essential to creating safe, engaging, and inclusive environments to achieve 

the sporting goals of individuals and groups. Group management also has an impact on the sense of 

belonging for all participants. 

The Sport Australia module on “How you deliver”, covers group management in detail. Some specific 

considerations for orienteering include: 

• Ensure the instructions for the training session are clearly articulated before starting the 

session. This includes any rules, expectations, transitions and safety considerations.  

• Coaches and other volunteers should have a clear idea of the above. 

• Ensure activities are set up prior to participants arriving, including tapes/control flags out to 

mark control sites. 

• Have back up activities ready to go for if something doesn’t go to plan or where an activity is 

completed much faster than expected. 

• Reduce time spent not completing an activity – for large groups consider having multiple 

variations of a course or multiple activities running at the same time. 

• Finish each activity/session with a debrief, giving participants a chance to discuss their 

technical skills with a peer or coach. 

Managing Behaviour 
Often the best way to eliminate negative behaviour is to manage individual and group behaviour in 

positive ways (also referred to as ‘positive guidance’). This will have a positive effect on group 

management. Some specific considerations for orienteering include: 

• Use volunteers (other coaches, parents or teachers) to increase visibility of behaviour in the 

group. This can be particularly important in orienteering where the participants move away 

from the assembly point. It can be useful to have volunteers stationed at different parts of 

an activity to provide this supervision. 

• Separate disruptive participants by allocating them to different courses or different groups. 

• Recognise positive behaviours from participants, even if they are not the fastest to complete 

the activity. 

To ensure the health, safety and wellbeing of all children participating in sport, strategies that are 

fair, respectful and appropriate to the developmental stage of the children must be used when 

coaching. Children should always be provided with clear directions and given an opportunity to 

redirect their behaviour in a positive way. 



Women in Orienteering: 
In Australia, women are under-represented in organised sport compared to men, not only as 

participants but also as coaches, officials, administrators, and board members. Women are more 

likely to be insufficiently active (59% compared to 50% for men) and less likely to play sport. AusPlay 

data shows that 52% of Australian women and 68% of girls regularly participate in sport related 

activities. 

Women’s participation in sport is influenced by a number of factors which can change over time, and 

can be influenced by individual, cultural or social factors. Some common motivators for participation 

an orienteering coach could leverage include 

• Health and fitness 

• Enjoyment (make it fun!) 

• Social reasons  

• Psychological/mental health benefits 

• To be outdoors and/or enjoy nature 

• Active transport 

• Performance/competition (but can also be a common barrier) 

Common barriers for women and girls include: 

• Time constraints 

• Cost (activities, transport) 

• Concerns about appearance and/or skills 

• Poor health or injury 

• Being the wrong age for available activities 

• Competitive and/or male dominated  

• Don’t like sport and/or physical activity 

• Limited media coverage and/or role models 

• Social stereotyping 

• Peer pressure to not participate 

Activity: 

Brainstorm ways an orienteering coach can leverage the above motivators and/or manage the 

barriers for women’s participation in orienteering 

 



There are many sector wide and other sport initiatives to support and encourage female 

participation. There are also some great programs already running within Australia, including the 

fantastic Focus on Girls program run in ACT. 

Inclusive Coaching: 
Whilst it can be challenging to bring together participants of different ages, abilities, motivations, 

and cultural identities, the outcome of good group management is that it ensures every participant 

feels able to be involved and contribute. Some key considerations for inclusive coaching 

environments include: 

• When coaching people with a disability or with accessibility requirements, respectfully ask 

them about their preferred method of communication and what else you can do to assist 

their participation.  

• When unsure, ask! Seek information from the individual, other coaches/volunteers, parents, 

your sporting organisation and/or Sport Australia resources. The Play by the Rules online 

course Making Sport Inclusive, Safe and Fair is a great resource. 

Activity 

For each of the following participant groups, select at least two strategies you could use to include 

them in an orienteering coaching activity: 

Participant groups Inclusion strategy 

Diverse cultural backgrounds Provide written instructions in addition to 
verbal instructions 
Give instructions in simple, clear and concise 
language 
Facilitate participation at a time that works for 
the individual (e.g. map run) 
Provide an option to complete the activity 
without negotiating steps or steep 
inclines/declines 
Provide a demonstration of the activity 
Encourage a support person or family member 
to participate as well 
Facilitate choice in how the individual 
participates 
Display a positive attitude to modifying 
activities 
Provide an opportunity to ask questions 

English as a 2nd language 

Hearing impairment 

Neurodiverse condition 

Physical impairment requiring the use of a 
wheelchair 

 

Check out this great presentation from the 2021 British Orienteering Virtual Coaching Conference on 

Additional Support Needs in Orienteering Coaching. 

Presentation 

Session Briefing and Slides accessed here 

https://www.clearinghouseforsport.gov.au/kb/women-in-sport/women-in-sport-initiatives#federal_government
https://act.orienteering.asn.au/juniors/blue-lightning/focus-on-girls/
https://www.playbytherules.net.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVRNNF8QSVs
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/coachingconference2021


Evaluation and Self-Reflection: 
Self-reflection begins with taking a pause to think about how well things are going and what you can 

do to improve. Self-reflection will boost your coaching skills - providing greater satisfaction and 

personal fulfillment - and ultimately providing better sporting experiences for everyone involved. 

The Sport Australia module on “How you improve”, covers self-reflection in detail. This section 

focuses on evaluating an orienteering training session specifically. 

There are many ways to evaluate a coaching activity and reflect on your performance as a coach. 

Further reading on several reflective theories and processes can be found in the reference list for 

this module. A simple process for self-reflection is outlined below: 

Step 1 - Describe what happened 

What did you see your participants do? What did they say? What feedback did you receive from 

others? For example: 

The participants aged 12-14 years completed a contour only exercise. They were observed to make 

errors in vague areas. Volunteers helping with the activity reported they had to help multiple 

participants in these areas. Participants reported that the activity was hardest where the contour 

detail was less pronounced. 

Step 2 - Look for connections 

Link what happened to previous experience (e.g. other sessions) and knowledge (e.g from courses, 

books, podcasts, online resources). For example: 

I have previously completed this activity in an area with only detailed contours, compared to this 

time where there were areas of vague contours as well. From coaching education courses and 

resources, I know that contour interpretation is more difficult when the contours are less defined. I 

also know that vague contour interpretation is an advanced skill, suited to those completing hard 

navigation. 

Step 3 – Explain what happened 

Explain what happened based on experience/knowledge. For example: 

The participants found the activity more difficult today as there were areas of vague contours. Where 

the activity went into areas of vague contours it was harder than the participants skill level, resulting 

in more participants making errors/becoming lost. 

Step 4 – Evaluate the outcome 

Identify what you thought was effective and those elements that could be improved. For example: 

The contour only exercise was appropriate for the participants in areas of detailed contours. The 

difficulty was above the participants skill level in areas of vague contours. 

Step 5 – Action plan 

Create an action plan on how you might modify your next session. For example: 

For a future contour only session for this participant level I could: 

• Keep the activity in an area on detailed contours 



• If the course goes to an area of vague contours leave another type of feature on the map (i.e. 

tracks) to help participants and avoid them becoming lost. 

• When advancing from detailed contour only to vague contour only consider completing as a 

map walk with a coach or in small groups/pairs. 

Methods of Self Reflection: 
There are many ways to reflect on your coaching using the process above or another reflective 

theory/process. Some easy ways to reflect include: 

1. Participant feedback. This could be at the end of a training session, at the end of a training 

camp or at the end of a season. This could be verbal feedback or through a survey (written 

or electronic). 

2. A coaching logbook or diary. Can be a great way to map the progress of where you were, 

where you are and where you are heading as a coach. Orienteering Australia provides a 

coaching logbook template that automatically calculates coaching points for reaccreditation. 

It can be found here. 

3. Mentor or peer support. Orienteering Australia is developing the provision of mentorship for 

coaches in training and after accreditation. Coaches are encouraged to reach out to other 

coaches working in their area, using the list of accredited coaches here. If in doubt, coaches 

can contact their state representative, or the National Manager of Coaching Development 

for advice.  

https://orienteering.asn.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Coaching-diary-for-reaccreditation.xlsx
https://wp.me/a72TDT-43I
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